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Abstract
When rocks are deformed, enormous amount of energy is released, the resulting vibrations
spread out in all directions. An earthquake is the passage of such vibrations resulting
vibrations spread out in all directions. An earthquake is the passage of such vibrations. The
seismic force canabe resolved into 3 perpendicularmdirections that is 2 in
horizontalmdirections (x and y) and the remaining 1 in verticalmdirection (z) The main
objectivesaof this work are to know the behaviouraof a multi-storey vertical irregular
residential building under lateral loads. The project is carried out by FEM software E-Tabs.
The building model used in this work has 15 stories each storey has a height of 3m. Five
different models are used in 4 different zones and their effects are tabulated in Results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
India is one of the country where most of the structures are low rise, but due to movements
towards city side’s results in population increment in most of the cities. In order to fulfil these
people in a limited space the height of the building should be increases from medium to high.
Improper design and construction of all types of residential buildings results in great destruction
of structure in the world. Hence we have to consider the structure safety rather than economy.
The structureashould be designedain such a wayathat it must be safe as well as it must be
economical from both design and safety point of view. Both wind and earthquake causes
dynamic actions on buildings but designafor windaforce and design for earthquake force are
totallyadifferent phenomena. Lateral forces are the main forces which act on the building due to
greater height hence in order to avoid the effect of these forces and in order to reduce its effect
measures have to be taken. Similarly the soil conditions in which the building is present also has
a greater effect on the structure which has been discussed in detailed below.
Earthquake :
Earthquake can be simply understood as suddenashaking of groundadue to the sudden release
ofienergy from rock deformation. These rocks are called Tectonic plates. The crust of the earth is
surrounded by large number of very big size rocks called plates they are in continuous motion
with one another, due to their collision with one another leads to release of energy which comes
to the earth surface in the form of waves.
Seismic zones:
India is divided into four seismic zones as mentioned below
Zone 2: Zone 2is having low seismic intensity since the zone factor is very low and it attracts
very less seismic
forces.
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Zone 3: Zone 3is having medium seismic intensity since the zone factor is medium and it attracts
medium
seismic forces.
Zone 4: Zone 4 is having moderate intensity since the zone factor is moderate and it attracts
moderate seismic
forces.
Zone 5: Zone 5 is having severe seismic intensity since the zone factor is high and it attracts
very severe seismic
forces.
Vertical Irregularities:
Structuresvhavingvsignificantvphysical dis-continuities in theirvvertical configuration or in
theirvlateralvforce resistingvsystems or bracing system then such structures are termed
as vertically irregularvstructure.In tallvstructures perfect regularity of a structure is
anvidealisation but in real thevstructures arevalmostvirregular. Original forcesvwhich act on
structuresvarevalways more than design forces. Due to seismic forces, extra shear, displacement
and torsion is induced on an irregularvstructurevthat leads tovdecrease in overall
seismicvperformance of the structure significantly. In order to get a safe structure and the
modelling of the structure should pass all the design checks.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS USED IN SEISMIC DESIGN
•

Equivalent static analysis:
Design of structures against lateral forces mustcconsider thecdynamic effect of forces. But,
forcsimplecstructures, analysis by linearcmethods that is (Static) equivalent linear static methods
is satisfied. Equivalent linear static method is allowed in mostccodes ofcpractice for regular,
irregular low- tocmedium-rise and othercbuildings. It Static equivalent method first step is the
estimationnof baseeshear loadiand the base shear distributionion eachistory is calculatediby
usingiformulas given in IS codesi. This method is not suitable for tall structures as it is not
convenient to use because in tall structures number of mode shapes are more and this method
should not be used.

•

Responsecspectrumcanalysis:
This analysis is suitable for thecstructures, whose modescother than thecfundamental one
affectcsignificantly the behaviour of thecstructure. In response spectrum methodcthe response of
multicdegree ofcfreedom system iscexpressed as thecsuperposition of modal response. Here each
modal response being determined from the spectral analysis of Single degree ofcfreedom system
and then it isccombined toccompute the totalcresponse.

•

Push overcanalysis:
In Push over analysis vertical load and lateral load gradually increase on a structure to be
considered to study the displacement and damage of the structure. Cyclic behavior and reversal
of load is also observed in this method.
As the name indicates Push – over, the structure is pushed until it achieves its most extreme
ability to twist. This method very much helpful in understanding the miss happening and
splitting of a structure, if there should arises an occurrence of earthquake and gives a
reasonable comprehension of the distortion of structure and arrangement of plastic hinges in
the structure.

•
•

Pushover analysis is of two types:
Forceccontrolled
Displacementccontrolled.
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Model super position method:
The basic stages involved in modal superposition method are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choosing a suitable Design Spectrum selection
Determine time period and mode shapes.
After determining the time period, determine the responseifrom the design spectrumifor the
periodiof each of the modesiconsideredi.
Calculate the participation of each and every modeicorrespondingito the singleidegree of
freedomiResponse.
Addition of the effects of modes in order obtains combinedimaximum response.
Converting combinedimaximumiresponse obtained into shears and moments.

Objectives of Study:
• To know theibehaviour of a Multi-storey RCC residential building subjected to lateral loads
(Seismic loading and wind loading).
• To know the effect of Seismic Zone factor on a RCC Residential building by using two types of
analysis.
➢ Linear Analysis
➢ Non-Linear Analysis
• To know the effect of vertical irregularities in building.
Scope of Study:
In this work study has undertaken to determine the damage of a RCC Residential building under
the action of lateral loads.
• The work is done by using Symmetrical bay frame and the analysis has been carried out by using
two methods:
➢ Static Analysis
➢ Dynamic Analysis
• In this study five different models are used having vertical irregularity and their behaviour is
studied in different seismic zones.
• The main scope of this study is to determine the behaviour of a tall irregular building in four
differentizonesithat is in zonee2 Zonee3, Zonee4 and Zonee5 all these zones are considered in
the seismic behaviour of a building.
•

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Mohammed Affan, Md. Imtiyaz Qureshi, Syed Farooq Anwar (Nov 2018):
“Comparativecstudy of Static andcdynamic analysiscof high rise buildingiin differenti seismici
zonesiand differenti soili types by E-Tabs” In this papercstatic and dynamiccanalysis of multistorey building in different seismic zones of India with different soil types starting from medium
or soft soil to hard or rocky soils is studied. They used E-Tabs software for their analysis. The
seismic and wind loading on the building is as per IS codes. After analyzing the building design
parameterscsuch as Storey drift, Storeyctorsion are comparedcfor different zones. It has been
concluded that Static analysis gives higher value of all the parameters such as displacement,
torsion, drift than dynamic analysis.
RaviKumar, P Raghava, Dr.T.Suresh Babu (April 2017):
“Seismic analysis of tall buildings for different earthquake zones” In this paper Response They
analyzed G+20 Building in FEM Software that is E-Tabs. The method of analysis they used is
the dynamic method that is ResponsecSpectrum analysischas beenccarried out on a 90m tall
buildingcin variouscseismic zones and with different wind speed and varying the value of zone
factor for each zone. After the analysis of the structure it has been concluded that the behaviour
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of the building in Zone 2 is good when compared to other zones. Stability indices value of zone
3 is 170% more than zone 5.

•
•
•

Siva Naveen E, Nimmy Mariam Abraham et al (2018):
“Analysiscof irregularcstructurescunder earthquake loads” In this paper thecstructural behaviour
of acmulti-storey frame withcsingle irregularity and with multiplecirregularities has been
studied. The irregularities considered are
Mass irregularity
Vertical irregularity
Tensional Irregularity
It has been observed that frames with single irregularity or with multiple irregularities change
their response. Theccombination of stiffnesscand verticalcirregularity has showncmaximum
displacementcresponse and theccombination of Re-entrant corners and vertical irregularity has
shown maximumcdisplacement.

•
•
•

Rakshith G.M, Panender Naik G, et al (2019):
“Analysis of G+20 RCC tall building uses E-Tabs” In this paper the action of lateral loads on a
tall building has been studies in different zones. The wind loads on the structure is considered as
per IS 1875 Part 3 and seismic loads considered as per IS 1893-2016. Software used for
modelling of the structure is E-Tabs. After the analysis of the building the following results have
been concluded.
Basecshear of thecbuilding increasescwith increase incZone factor.
Storeycdisplacementcincreases withcincrease incZone factor.
Storeycdriftcincreasescwith increasecin Zone.

•
•
•

MV Naveen, KJ Brahma Chari (2016):
“StudyioniStatic andiDynamicianalysis ofimulti-storey building” This paper presents the
behaviourcof acmulti-storey RCC residential building (G+10) in seismic zone 2. In the seismic
zone 2 they used importance factor as 0.10, 0.16, 0.21, 0.36 and response reduction factor as 3.
The analysis is carried out by using two methods that is equivalent Static and Dynamic methods
using E-Tabs. The analysis is done for different zones and the design parameters are studied. It
has been concluded that
Static analysis gives higher displacement values than dynamic analysis
As the storeys increases, base shear also increases.
For tall buildings Static analysis is not enough Dynamic analysis also required.
3. Methodology
In this project study has been carried out in four different zones by using different models
having vertical irregularity as follows:

•
•

Modelling of High Rise building by using FEM Software E-Tabs.
Five different models are used having different irregularity.
Model 1: Building is modelled as a symmetrical frame having an offset of 8.35% in XDirection on each side.
Model 2: Building is modelled as a symmetrical having an offset of 33% in X-Direction on
both sides.
Model 3: Building is modelled as a symmetrical having an offset of 66.7% in X-Direction on
one side.
Model 4: Building is modelled as a symmetrical having an offset of 16.7% in X-Direction on
each side.
Model 5: Building is modelled as a regular symmetrical frame without any offset.

•

After modelling the frames, These frames are analyzed by using two different methods,
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➢ Equivalent Static Analysis.
➢ Pushover Analysis.
• After analysis, behaviour of all the five different models are then studied in different zones by
varying the seismic zone factor as per IS 1893-2016.
• Comparison, Interpretation and validation of the results obtained from different types of
analysis and for different zones.
Model description
Table 1: Building configuration data
Number of Stories
Type of Plan
Storey Height
Height of Plinth above
Concrete Grade
Steel Grade
Beam Sizes
Column Sizes
Slab Thickness
Live Load
Floor Finish

G+15
Asymmetrical
3m
1.5m
M30
Fe 500
250mm*450mm
500mm*750mm
150mm
2Kn/m2
1.5Kn/m2

Table 2: Wind Load Data
Wind Speed

Terrain Category

Zone 2: 33m/s
Zone 3: 44m/s
Zone 4: 50m/s
Zone 5: 55m/s
1

Class of Structure

B

Wind Angle

00

Windward Co-efficient

0.80

Leeward Co-efficient

0.25

Table 3: Data for developing the Model in E-Tabs
Importance Factor

1

Response
Reduction
Factor
Seismic Zone Factor

5

Type of Soil
Table 4: Earthquake load data
Type of Building

Zone 2: 0.10
Zone 3: 0.16
Zone 4: 0.24
Zone 5: 0.36
Medium

Residential
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Height of building

45m

Base Dimension

36m

Number ofcBays in X-Direction

6

Number ofcBays in y-Direction

6

Figure1. Model-1 having an offset of
8.35% in X-Direction

Figure.2. Model-2 having an offset of
33% in X-Direction on both side

Figure 3. Model-3 having an offset of
66.70% in X-Direction in only one side

Figure 4. Model-4 having an offset of
16.70% in X-Direction on each side
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Fig.5. Model-5 Regular Symmetrical Model
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5. CONCLUSION
•

Lateral Displacement
Maximum Lateral displacement occurs at thectop storey andcminimum at the bottomcstorey.
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•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

LateralcDisplacementcincreases withcincrease in Zone. From the analysis it has been found that
there is a 40% increase in lateral displacement from zone-2 to zone-5.
As the heightcof the structure increases, Lateral displacement alsocincreases.
The displacement obtained from linear analysis is 70% higher when compared tocthe
displacementcobtained from thecNon-Linear analysis. Hence we can conclude that for tall
buildings Non linear methods of analysis holds good this gives lower value of all the parameters
hence the percentage of steel used in construction can be reduced.
From the analysis it has been noticed that minimum value of displacement is seen in regular
model (Model-5) without any irregularity hence it can be concluded the presence of irregularity
in a building greatly increases the lateral displacement.
Base Shear
Base Shear obtained for zone-2 to zone-5 is maximum for Equivalent static Analysis when
compared tocPushovercanalysis. From the analysiscit has been observedcthat static analysis
gives 36% more base shear than pushover analysis.
Base Shear of a building increases as the zone factor increases. For the same building base shear
in Zone-2 is 3966.36 KN and in Zone-5 are 14278.9 which show that base shear increases by
30%.
From the results it has beencobserved that minimumcvaluecof Base Shear is observed in Model3 having an irregularity of 66.7% andcmaximumcbase shear iscobservedcModel-5 in
regularcmodel.
Storey Shear
Storey shear obtained from static analysis is 40% more when compared to the storey shear
obtained from pushover analysis.
Increase in zone factor increases the storey shear. From Zone-2 to Zone-5 there is an increase of
42% in storey shear.
From the results it has beencobservedcthat minimum storeycshear is seen in Model-3 and
maximum storey shear is seen in Model-5
Storey Drift
As we compare Zone II and Zone V, storey drift ischigher in Zone Vcwhen comparedcto Zone
II.
Storey drift is greatly influenced by the presence of irregularity. It was found that model 3
showed least storey drift, whereas model 5(showed maximum storey drift.
The results are within thecpermissible limit ascper the Indiancstandard code IS 1893:2016
(clause 7.11.1).
The value of storey drift obtained for static analysis was found to be more than thecstorey drift
obtained from push over analysis for all the five models.
6. Results
Equivalant Static Analysis
Pushover analysis
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